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SYNOPSIS

This report presents the results of an independent study of internal communications in the Department of National Defence (DND) 
and the Canadian Forces (CF).  Having identified internal communications as a priority, senior management approved the 
undertaking of this study, conducted by the Chief of Review Services in partnership with KPMG.

The study cites expert views and best practices to identify communications-improvement opportunities.  Additionally, the views and 
perspectives of DND/CF leadership and personnel have been gauged through interviews and focus groups – recommendations are 
offered to bridge the gap between expectations of and observed circumstances.  The study does not conclude on the overall 
effectiveness of DND/CF internal communication strategies relative to other large government organizations or foreign defence 
agencies.  In particular, response patterns to survey questionnaires have not been compared to the typical responses for large 
organizations.  Notwithstanding, the study does conclude that there is a case for positive change.

The communication challenges are formidable for an organization as diverse and geographically dispersed as the DND/CF.  It 
should be noted, nonetheless, that internal communications in the context of military operational deployments are particularly 
strong.  As well, the organization has made great strides in external communications.  In fact, the relatively advanced external
communication capabilities have called attention to the need for similar advancement with respect to internal communications.  The 
existing differential places at risk the effectiveness of the total communications effort.  The study has observed that, ultimately,  
weaknesses affecting internal communications can have an adverse effect on external communications.

The study has identified many leading practices already in place regarding internal communications within the DND/CF.  Key study
findings encourage that these practices, or building blocks, be capitalized upon as part of a larger improvement strategy.  For 
example, more must be done to demonstrate to Defence personnel that they are an important audience; improved approaches to 
understanding, reaching, and obtaining feedback from internal audiences are needed.  Further, a tendency to initiate “one-size fits 
all”, top-down communication must be addressed.  Among the available benefits are reinforced identification with the Defence 
Team and Jointness, as well as better appreciation of defence and modern-management strategies.

The DND/CF is understandably resistant to bureaucratizing internal communications.  However, an organization as large and 
complex as the DND/CF requires that managers have access to specialist communications expertise and that philosophies, 
principles and strategies be articulated for internal communications in general, and for specific initiatives – major equipment 
acquisitions, for example, or alternative service delivery projects.  Therefore, without intending to be prescriptive, the study has 
proposed a ten-step internal-communications improvement plan, elements of which may be pursued with greater or lesser degrees of 
formality.
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Management Action
The Director General Public Affairs (DGPA), in consultation with the Director General Strategic Change (DGSC), has consulted 
with DND/CF leadership on ways to improve internal communications.  DGPA briefed the Defence Management Committee on an 
aggressive and practical internal-communications improvement program.   Among the many elements of this program, as approved 
by the Deputy Minister and the Chief of the Defence Staff, and most of which have already been substantially actioned, are the 
following:

a. confirm DGPA as the source of functional expertise on internal communications, repositioning 
the Public Affairs Account System as part of the process for supporting internal communications 
renewal, and establishing an Internal Communications Support Team – internal communication 
remains the responsibility of individual managers and commanders;

b. define incremental DND/CF resources required to achieve improved internal communications 
throughout the organization;

c. formulate a statement of internal communications first principles;

d. develop internal communications guidelines;

e. establish “rapid response” mechanisms for internal communications;

f. integrate an internal communications component into proposals briefed to senior committees 
and decision-making bodies, as appropriate;

g. formalize an internal communications working group with broad representation;

h. coordinate with Human Resources management the incorporation of internal communications 
skills into personnel evaluations;

i. create and pilot an internal communications training module; and

j. establish quality control for web sites*.

* In this instance, the term web sites refers to intranet sites. (Footnote added 17 Dec 02.)
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Notice of Caveat for the Reader

This study was conducted as part of the approved Review Services Branch Work Plan.  The study 
conclusions do not have the weight of an audit or formal evaluation. While sufficient to enable the 
development of recommendations for consideration by management, the assessments provided, and 
conclusions rendered, are not based on the rigorous inquiry or evidence required of an audit or 
program evaluation.  Accordingly, they are not represented as such.  In this instance, the work took the 
form of a consulting study undertaken by DND/CF professional evaluation staff, in concert with expert 
consulting resources.  
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PART I - RESULTS IN BRIEF 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The approved Review Services Plan 2000/01 included provision for an
independent study of internal communications within the Department of National
Defence and the Canadian Forces.  That work was subsequently undertaken in 2001; 
senior management had affirmed internal communications as an area warranting
attention.  A relatively high-level study of related practices and attitudes within the 
DND/CF was conducted in partnership with KPMG.  The tools used to carry out the 
study were a range of targeted interviews and focus groups, combined with a study of
best practices within government and industry.  This report is the result. 
 
CONTEXT 
 
2. Proactive internal communications are an important – if not essential –
management function within effective organizations.  The subject has acquired much 
visibility of late in academic and business circles.  This includes publications, studies,
major international conferences and recruiting advertising for Internal Communications
Directors.  Among the key topics addressed are: “connecting people to strategy”;
“bridging senior management with the front line”; communication strategies for change;
and, approaches to measuring message penetration.  Specialized communications “audit”
services also offer measurement and validation interventions to get internal
communications on track. 
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3. Many leading international corporations have embraced internal communication
re-invention programs to secure greater competitive advantage and to improve the
bottom line (See Annex A on Internal Communications in one large Canadian
corporation).  Organizations have come to appreciate that success in large-scale 
transitions, such as will be associated with corporate mergers and acquisitions, depends
heavily on the effectiveness of stakeholder-focused communications programs.
Agencies dealing with crisis note that smooth-running communication systems improve
crisis management, as they allow for –  and indeed promote – horizontal as well as 
vertical interaction. They can do much to break down the “stovepipes”. 
 
4. There is also growing recognition that weak internal communications can
undermine external communications efforts.  Empowered employees must understand
and credit the corporate messages of their organizations. They are front-line 
ambassadors – or not.  If there is inconsistency in the substance or presentation of 
messages inside and outside, confusion and scepticism will follow. 
 
OVERALL RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 
 
5. A wide range of communications strengths and good practice is already evident
within the DND/CF; many are documented in this report.  The case can be made, 
however, that while external communication has achieved much success, internal
communication has not yet enjoyed the attention and expertise it requires.  As a result,
unfortunate imbalances arise.  People within the DND/CF do not perceive that they are 
viewed as an important audience.  Perceived disparity between externally broadcast
messaging and internal realities, risks confusion and undermining of confidence.
Information disseminated internally may be dismissed as “PR material” and key 
concepts and strategies intended to improve the functioning of the organization are
diminished.  For example, there are opportunities to improve the extent of identification
with the concepts of Jointness and the Defence Team.   
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6. This study concludes that there are sufficient risks and opportunities to compel
the Department and CF to undertake an improvement program respecting internal
communications.  Clearly, the DND/CF has achieved marked progress in external
communications, connecting better with external stakeholders.  Many military and
civilian leaders are adept internal communicators as well.  Notwithstanding, this 
study confirms that there is still ample room for improvement. 
 
7. The timing of important news – often first communicated through external
media –  is an issue viewed by many segments of the internal stakeholder population
to be demoralizing.  Further, there has been little audience segmentation or mapping
of communication channels to best reach internal audiences.  Notably, there is no
well-defined system to reach large segments of the organization (e.g. all civilian
employees). 
 
8. Strategic priorities are not penetrating the organization, perhaps because their
significance to particular internal audiences is not adequately differentiated.
Accordingly, there is limited interest in corporate management and defence strategies
below the level of the most senior staff. 
 
9. Finally, internal audiences feel overwhelmed by the amount of information
they receive.  At the same time, the chain of command is seen to filter information,
exercising prudence until official confirmation of appropriate messages and timing
has been received.  This can be particularly counter-productive for those messages
which might best be communicated directly to the intended audience at the “coal
face”. 
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FOCUS GROUP RESULTS 
 
10. The results from sessions involving more than one hundred people are summarized
graphically immediately following this section of the report. They signal issues pertaining to
the overall effectiveness of internal communications, upward feedback and perceptions
regarding external messages. They also indicate trust in immediate supervisors, tempered by
worry that those supervisors are not very well informed. Further, the results highlight that
people are first and foremost concerned with information regarding their careers and with
guidance on carrying out their jobs. In terms of channels for receiving information, the
Intranet, the telephone, immediate supervisors and CANFORGENS consistently appeared
within the top five of the rated preferences of recipients. 
 
11. THE ENVIRONMENTS.  The focus group sessions also identified nuances respecting
the three environments – Sea, Land and Air.  Thumbnail sketches regarding the internal
communications strengths/building blocks, issues and challenges for the Navy, Army and Air
Force respectively, appear near the end of this report.  The results suggest that there are
unique issues to be addressed. For example, the Army and Air Force face greater challenges
than does the Navy in achieving internal acceptance of DND/CF external messages.  At the
same time, each has unique communication strengths to build upon.  
 
12. The above are rough-order indicators suggesting that the current tendency towards a
“one-size fits all” approach to DND/CF internal communications, warrants reflection and
reconsideration. 
 
 
 
 
  

Chief Review Services
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SUGGESTED WAY AHEAD
 
13. It does not serve the organization to over-complicate the process of
communicating internally. Equally, it does not serve any large organization to
underestimate the complexity of effective internal communications. The object is to
develop practical approaches to improvement, approaches designed with awareness of
potential pitfalls and appreciation of recognized best practices.  The suggested way ahead
is to build more effective systems of internal communication recognizing a need to 
decide on key messages, understand the needs of individual target audiences, determine
how best to reach those audiences, then confirm that messages have been received and
understood.  A framework for such a system appears at the end of this report. 
 
14. As a final note, this review has not isolated communications matters which may
be exclusive to the military or civilian communities in the DND/CF.  However, there are
certain such issues identified through the course of discussion in the remainder of the
report.  Further, there is specific attention given to each of the Environments. 
 
 
MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN 
 
15. The Director General Public Affairs has co-ordinated the development of an
action plan which includes steps to be undertaken in the “short” and “medium” terms. 
The action plan, approved by the Deputy Minister and the Chief of the Defence Staff, is
aggressive and well-conceived.  Key elements are as described in the Synopsis to this
report. 
     

Chief Review Services
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Three focus groups were held at NDHQ.  Sessions were also conducted at six locations outside of NDHQ.    
Each included 10 to 15 participants and the use of anonymous electronic voting technology.  An effort 
was made to involve a mix of officers and non-commissioned members.  As it happens, with the 
aggregation of results, the responses from the two groups were, in many aspects, not markedly different. 

We hasten to acknowledge that the composition of the focus groups was sometimes affected by the 
availability of personnel and we do not represent the session results as scientific.  Rather they serve as 
indicators which have been complemented by a targeted interview process.

The graphs which follow show the focus group results on a relative scale based on the percentage of 
participants providing a positive response to the questions posed.  Responses scoring above 4, on a scale 
of 1 to 7,  have been included in this relative scale.  This provides a necessary view of relative strengths 
and weaknesses.      

Chief Review Services
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Perceived Quality of Internal Communications Focus Group Results

Chief Review Services

Overall Effectiveness

Ensuring Upward Feedback

Information Complete/Accurate

Official Sources More Useful than 
Grapevine 

Immediate Supervisor Effective 
Communicator

More Senior Superiors Effective 
Communicators

Can Communicate with Superiors 
Without Using External Channels

The relative scale is based on the 
percentage of focus group participants 
providing a positive response.

Most PositiveLeast Positive
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Communications Content:  Topics of Interest

Chief Review Services

Compensation & Benefits

Career Progression

Training

Functional 
Guidance/Direction

Local Information

Defence Strategy

Corporate Management 
Strategy

Focus Group Results

Less Interested      More Interested
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Harmonization & Impact of Messages Focus Group Results

Chief Review Services

Morale Positively Affected

Internal & External Messages 
Consistent

Superior’s Behaviour 
Supports Message

Superiors Clearly Explain 
DND Vision

Maple Leaf Content 
Consistent with Vision

Local Newspapers Consistent 
With Vision

Messages Received Consistent 
with Vision 

I Understand  DND/CF 
Priorities & Vision

The relative scale is based on the 
percentage of focus group 
participants providing a positive 
response.

Less Harmonized     More Harmonized
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Preferences for “Receiving Information” Focus Group Results

Less Preferred     More Preferred

Intranet

Telephone

CANFORGEN/MARGEN/  
LANDGEN/AIRGEN

Immediate Supervisor

Maple Leaf 

DND/CF Internet

Unit/Base/Wing/Gp 
CWO/CPO/Union Rep

Mil Pers Newsletter

CO-Comd

Other Work-Related 
Newsletter

Chief Review Services
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Perceptions Within Environments

Sea
Land
Air

The relative scale is based on the 
percentage of focus group 
participants providing a positive 
response.

Focus Group Results

See Report Section 9 for comment  
on  results. 

Interest in Defence Strategy

Interest in Corporate 
Management Strategy

Consistency Between External & 
Internal Messages

Internal Communications 
Positively Affect Morale

Superiors’ Behaviour Consistent 
with Messages

Immediate Supervisor Effective 
Communicator

More Senior Superiors Effective 

DND/CF Upward Feedback

DND/CF Communicates 
Effectively 
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Summarized Findings of Focus Groups...

A principal concern is the indication that the overall effectiveness of DND/CF internal 
communications is not perceived to be high.  This is an extension of the view of members and 
employees that they are not a high-priority audience.  There is a relatively low level of penetration of 
corporate/defence strategies and priorities.  Further there are often perceived inconsistencies between 
external and internal messages/ observation.

Upward Feedback 
• The organization is not seen to be effective at gathering and making use

of  feedback

• People remain loyal to the institution and generally do not consider it
necessary to use external channels to provide feedback 

• People have some reluctance to write letters to the Maple Leaf – concern
that they would be scrutinized for “correctness”

• People prefer to provide upward feedback through their immediate
supervisors (90% prefer to do this face-to-face)

• Feedback is also provided via E-mail – to create a written record
Chief Review Services
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Summarized Findings of Focus Groups...

Preferred Topics of Interest 

• People are particularly receptive to information relating directly to
their pay and benefits (90%), career progression (87%), training (84%)
and functional/job-related guidance (82%)

• Low receptivity to corporate management and defence strategies indicates
that strategy has not been personalized – members cited that much
information is “too high level” and “lacking detail” – Officers are only
marginally more receptive than are NCMs

• The DND/CF vision is not seen to be clearly communicated by the chain
of command

Chief Review Services
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Summarized Findings of Focus Groups...

Internal Communication Channels

• Preferred channels  for receiving information are the DIN (74%),
the telephone and personal networks (72%), CANFORGENs
(71%) and immediate supervisors (68%)

• The DIN’s search engine was widely criticized for inefficiency

• The Maple Leaf received a lukewarm endorsement (50%) – the 
advantages of a corporate (cross-environmental) perspective were 
recognized – but much comment centred on a lack of balance “too
fluffy” – few were aware that it was published weekly

• Only 26% view Base/Wing newspapers to be good sources of 
information   

• Officers are less likely to read the Maple Leaf or base newspapers
than are NCMs

Chief Review Services
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Summarized Findings of Focus Groups...

The Channels cont.

• NCMs are inclined to rely more heavily on CANFORGENS and
their immediate supervisors for information than are Officers

• 75% of those surveyed are satisfied with their computer access

• Large groups of junior personnel in the field have only limited access to
computers

• Video-conferencing was cited as the fastest growing new
communications tool

• Little awareness of webcasting – still technical obstacles 

Chief Review Services
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Study Objective

Furthering the Understanding of Internal 
Communications Strengths, Challenges 
and Opportunities Within the DND/CF

CRS, in partnership with KPMG, performed a high-level study of internal communications 
within the DND/CF.  The purpose was  to examine the internal communications landscape and 
to suggest an approach to introducing any needed improvements.

Chief Review Services
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Study Methodology

• Documentation & Literature
Review

• Interviews

• Focus Groups 

• Analysis

• Recommendations

The study methodology involved interviews with public affairs officers, including those in each of 
the environments, as well as with military and civilian leadership.  In total, more than 75 interviews 
took place, more than half of which were outside of NDHQ.  Discussions also took place with the 
Director General Public Affairs and the Director of Strategic Change.  Focus groups, each involving 
about 10-15 participants, were supported by the use of wireless voting technology.  Seven focus 
groups were held across the Environments (Sea, Land and Air).  Six of these took place outside of 
NDHQ.  In addition, two sessions were conducted in NDHQ Groups. An understanding was 
developed of expert views of internal communications, as well as good practices in the DND/CF and 
other organizations.  This assisted the analysis and assessment of building blocks, issues and 
challenges affecting internal communications in the CF and the Department.  It further supported the 
development of suggestions for an improvement program.

Chief Review Services
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Some Stage Setting
• Large, Dispersed & Diverse: overlap between internal and external audiences

• A Federation of Cultures: Military/Civilian, Sea, Land, Air, Dependants...

• Major Changes & Continuous Improvement

• Much Progress in External Communications

• Data Collected: demographics, opinions research

The DND/CF experiences all of the cultural parameters of any large, geographically dispersed, 
government organization.  At the same time, it has the very significant military dimension; its raison 
d’être.  In many aspects, it is a culture in transition.  Resource constraints have emphasized new business 
orientations and modern management practices which must be harmonized with the primacy of military 
operations.  The military professional  may be called upon to act as business manager.  In this context, 
scepticism arises about “bureaucratizing” activities such as internal communications.  Similarly, a 
command-and-control optique, and the importance of hierarchy, will sometimes be an obstacle to  
openness and two-way dialogue.  Notwithstanding that the organization has become increasingly open, 
the “top down” provision of information is sometimes interpreted as openness.  

It is fair to describe the DND/CF as a federation of cultures.  In addition to the obvious military/civilian 
dimension, there are also very diverse cultures within the military; the Navy, Army and Air Force do not 
represent a homogeneous military culture.

Chief Review Services
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“…The greatest problem with communication is the illusion that  it has been accomplished.”
George Bernard Shaw 

“Electric Communication will never be a substitute for the face of someone who with their soul 
encourages another person to be brave and true.”     Charles Dickens

Chief Review Services
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Expert Views

“The art of communication is the language of leadership.”  James Humes

• All communication, even the simplest information giving, is
interactive.

• It is important to know what the recipient knows  (what 
his/her models are).

• The message received is not the same as the message sent. 

• The recipients’ view(s) of the message needs to be checked.

See Dr. Paul Robinson, referring to the      
Dance Model   www.scarbvts.demon.co.uk

Chief Review Services
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More Expert Views
Eight benchmarks for effective communications:

• The CEO  functions as an open communications champion. 

• There is a match between words and actions.

• There is a commitment to making communication “two-way”.

• There is an emphasis on face-to-face communication.

• There is shared responsibility for employee input. 

• Good and bad news is encouraged. 

• Stakeholder interests, contributions and concerns are known. 

• Employees are encouraged to practice open communication.

Chief Review Services

Communicating Organizational Change:  A Management Perspective
edited by Donald Peter Cushman and Sarah Anderson King,
State University of New York Press l995.  (as quoted by HRDC Final Report
Improving Internal Communications October l999)
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More Expert Views

Essential elements of good internal communications

• Specific objectives and message timing are based on a
communications assessment. 

• Strategic/Corporate, operational and tactical messages
are considered in the articulated view of the end state. 

• A view is developed of communication channels/audience
segmentation mix. 

• Organization-wide and specific-issue communication strategies 
are articulated.

• Integration of communication and business strategies occurs. 

• A measurement process is in place.
See Kohls Group - Strategic Employee Communications 
www.kohlsgroup.com

Chief Review Services
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More Expert Views

Some Potential Pitfalls:
1. “If I know it, then everyone must know it.”  Staff will usually only become aware when a deliberate

effort is made to carefully convey information.

2. “We hate bureaucracy...” As organizations become larger, it is necessary to add greater structure
into the balance and to capture things in writing; this can be perceived as bureaucratic.  

3.  “Did you hear what I meant for you to hear?” In today’s increasingly diverse workforce, there is a
greater likelihood that messages will be interpreted differently than intended.  This may only  become
apparent when a major problem or issue develops as a result of confusion. 

4.   “There’s data and there’s information.”  Larger organizations will have automated systems in place
which can generate and transmit copious amounts of data.  This can lead to overload. 

5.   “So what’s to talk about?” When management perceives its job as solving problems, communication
may only be seen as important when there are immediate/specific issues being tackled.

Adapted from Basics in Internal Communication, McNamara, 
Carter  PhD.  Free Management Library at www.mapnp.org

Chief Review Services
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Distilling the Expert Views

A recurring theme in the views offered by experts is that the complexity of internal 
communications is frequently under-estimated and that this can be a source of pitfalls. 
Large organizations must develop, implement and monitor communications strategies.  
The following strategic attributes have helped to shape the remainder of this report:
• basic communications principles and values are established;

• key messages are articulated and assigned priority;

• accountability is defined;

• an understanding of the frame of reference, views and preferences of 
audience segments is acquired; 

• channels, format and language are specifically designed to reach audience 
segments; 

• messages are assessed for alignment and consistency;

• two-way features are built into all channels; and

• messages are confirmed as to receipt and understanding.

Chief Review Services
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Study Highlights An Overview of the Internal
Communications Landscape

• very diverse cultures and dispersed audience

• internal communications recognized as an area of concern, but not yet followed through

• strong external communications (external communications expertise and skill sets overlap
with, but not identical to, those for internal communications)

• current approach tends to be “one-size fits all”

• very good internal communications for military operational deployments

• immediate supervisors are respected and trusted as information sources (many consider that
supervisors are “walking the talk”) – people believe that their supervisors will pass on
information, but are not confident that their supervisors are well informed 

• much internal communication activity, but not necessarily aligned, complementary nor reinforcing

• many internal communications tools and vehicles, but their use is not always guided by strategy and 
fundamental internal communications principles  (e.g.facilitating upward feedback avenues)       

• much information is disseminated without necessarily communicating

Chief Review Services
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Impacts of Highlighted Observations 

The following highlight areas where benefit can be derived from improved internal 
communications:

• people do not see that they are a priority audience for DND/CF communications – the
overall effectiveness of internal communications is not perceived to be high. 

• corporate communications, and those specific to organizations within the DND/CF, are
not seen to be well aligned 

• people perceive gaps between external messages and what they hear and observe internally

• people experience information overload

• people, particularly, those in the field, do not identify with corporate messages 
and priorities

• people do not understand the logic behind major change initiatives  

• many civilians feel detached – the “Defence Team” concept is not seen as genuine

• there is uneven understanding and acceptance of the concept of Jointness by military
members in the field

Chief Review Services
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Some Internal Communications Principles & Attributes

A framework for Assessing Strengths, Issues and Challenges

• Demonstrated Commitment - Guiding principles & values defined which assert internal
communications as an important priority.  

• Strategic/Corporate, Operational and Tactical Views - Communication plans & 
priorities based on assessment of needs – Who, What, Where, When – stakeholder/recipient frame of 
reference, concerns and interests routinely assessed.  (Key messages defined as well as what stakeholders 
are to be reached.) 

• Roles, Responsibilities & Accountability Defined - There is definition and 
reinforcement of responsibility for effective internal communications.

• Access and Alignment - There is ongoing analysis to facilitate audience segmentation and 
appropriate selection of channels. Implementation is guided by principles.  Communication is credible, 
inconsistencies are addressed and strategic/corporate, operational & tactical messages are aligned. 

• Feedback Channels & Measurement - Action is taken to measure the receipt and 
understanding of messages as well as the effectiveness of specific channels. 

Chief Review Services
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Demonstrated Commitment: Senior Leaders actively demonstrate and champion 
the importance of internal  communications

Building Blocks:
• the DND/CF has experienced much change

and this has reinforced an appreciation of the 
value of communication; there are many senior 
people with strong communication skills 

• leaders/supervisors are respected  as a preferred
source of information 

• communication at the operational level,
particularly during deployments, is relatively
strong  

• a great deal of information is disseminated

• little in the way of a common view of the
definition and objectives of internal communications

• much preoccupation with external, and one-way
internal, communications 

• people are not convinced that internal 
communications are a high priority 

• some hesitancy throughout the organization
about what should be communicated and when

• uncertainty about how two-way communication
is best accomplished (issues relative to chain of
command)

• inconsistencies between corporate and
organizationally – specific messages  

• people have limited confidence in the degree to
which mid-level leaders truly understand the
priorities and directions of the DND/CF 

• civilians perceive that there is little interest in their
careers; only civilians and very senior military
officers reinforce the notion of a Defence Team

Issues & Challenges:

Chief Review Services
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Corporate/Strategic, Operational & Tactical Level Views:
Communication Plans & Priorities Taking Account of Needs

Building Blocks:
• much work has been done to formulate and

document corporate and operational visions, 
plans & priorities (e.g. Strategy 2020;
Leadermark 2020)

• much communication activity

• DGPA consults extensively at the strategic and 
operational levels when preparing plans and strategies

• PA Planning & Coordination Team (PAPACT) 
provides a capacity to encourage a full view

Issues & Challenges:
• no high level, formal internal communications
strategy

• limited internal communications planning below the
strategic/corporate level 

• limited action to prepare members/employees for
upcoming news or new directions 

• people are not very receptive to corporate strategy
documents and plans – they are perceived as being
very high level and lacking credibility (Don’t address
the So What?)

• people identify more clearly with Command and
Base communications vehicles

• PAPACT has experienced only limited collaboration

Chief Review Services
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Roles & Responsibilities Defined

Building Blocks: Issues & Challenges:

Chief Review Services

• there is working horizontal cooperation between 
DGPA and other Level 1s

• DGPA’s strategic plans acknowledge a lead
role in internal communications

• DGPA has particularly strong collaboration with
HR and Strategic Change (DGSC)

• DGPA’s Account Manager structure works
reasonably well

• the CF Newspaper Association and the
CF Personnel Support Agency are key partners
in communications

• PAPCT is in place and has potential as a
key mechanism 

• no specific accountability established requiring
attention to promoting effective internal
communications

• DGPA role with respect to internal
communications is not yet clear to all

• the responsibility of  all people/employees/
members to contribute to internal
communications has not been reinforced 

• question as to whether DGPA has the necessary
resources to spearhead internal communications

• few public affairs staff are trained or have
specific expertise in internal communications
(including relationship to change management)

• some resistance on the part of Environmental
Public Affairs personnel to collaboration across
“boundaries”
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Access & Alignment

Supporting Study Criteria:

• Audiences Segmented/Targeted

• Communications Aligned with Value Proposition

• Communications Integrated 

• Communications Channels/Media Identified & Effective

• Clear & Consistent Messages & Themes

• Two-Way Communication

• Support to Leaders/Communicators (Training & Tools)

Chief Review Services
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Audiences Appropriately Segmented/Targeted

Building Blocks:

• much valuable demographic and attitudinal 
information gathered (e.g. Public Service Survey
and work by  Dr. Duxbury et al)

• some targeting by Command PA and HR
(e.g. Entre Nous publication within HR Civ)

• military staff are relatively receptive to
information available through Environmentally-
specific communications

Issues & Challenges:

• despite strikingly different audiences, “one-size
fits all” approach predominates 

• little, if any, analysis of survey information from
an internal communications perspective

• certain audiences not receptive, if not resistant, 
to corporate information ( Need attention to So
What?)

• civilians perceive that they are out of the loop
(not viewed as a priority)

• not all leaders/managers well/equally informed 

Chief Review Services
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Alignment with Corporate Culture & Values 

Building Blocks:

• supervisors are respected and 
looked to as a source of information

• people generally feel that the actions of their
supervisors are consistent with messages
received – “walking the talk” 

• people in the DND/CF are proud of the
jobs they do and are receptive to
communication that directly addresses/affects
their work

Issues & Challenges:

• perhaps due to the relative priority given
external communications, internal 
audiences do not perceive that they are a 
priority audience

• people are willing to provide feedback but
lack confidence that it will be considered

• people are skeptical about high-level
decisions & communication – perceived as
having a  “public relations” flavour

Chief Review Services
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Integrated, Adaptive Communications
Building Blocks:
• DGPA delivers a number of core 

communications vehicles and has supported
local communications initiatives, both in terms
of content and medium 

• a range of communications vehicles have
been developed (Maple Leaf, Intranet/Internet,
newsletters, Townhalls)

• some editorial linkages between newsletters

• Base Newspapers and other newsletters generally
have loyal readership – while independent, are
supported by DGPA wire service

• strong learning initiative 

• CANFORGENS are viewed as reliable

• some like the individual profiles in the Maple Leaf

Issues & Challenges:
• people are overwhelmed by the amount

of information received
• for those with computer access, the DIN

is seen to be very hard to navigate
• format of CANFORGENS is viewed as

awkward 
• people in the field have relatively less

access to print & electronic information
tools

• the Maple Leaf may be attempting to
“be all things to all people” – the high-
level information tends to be viewed as
Public Relations material

• chain of command often seen to broker or screen 
information

• people generally don’t know the publication
schedule for the Maple Leaf

• learning strategies are not well connected with 
internal communication resources

Chief Review Services
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Effective Communication Channels

Building Blocks:

• Level 1’s frequently provide important “value-
added” to augment corporate messages  

Issues & Challenges:

• no well-mapped system for information
distribution and contacts

• concerns about the over-use and distribution
of E-mail

• Learning and Family Support Centres are
underutilized as points of contact for
information

• people don’t always know where to get a
copy of The Maple Leaf

Chief Review Services
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Clear, Consistent Messages & Themes

• Quality of Life and Ethics Program have
been cited as having been reasonably
communicated (although there is certain
skepticism around the rationale for initiating
the Ethics program)

• perception that external and internal messages
are not consistent (external messages are not
necessarily viewed as being consistent
with perceptions of reality within)

• people have difficulty  connecting messages
to corporate vision and priorities 

Building Blocks: Issues & Challenges:

Chief Review Services
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Two-way Communication

Building Blocks:

• many communication vehicles provide
options for written comment and feedback
(e.g. E-mail, letters to the editor)

• people generally feel that they can express
their opinions to their supervisors 

• focus groups sometimes used

Issues and Challenges:

• people aren’t convinced that the
organization is receptive to hearing their
opinions

• some sensitivity relative to safeguarding
the chain of command 

• when focus groups are used, it is more often
for service/program design than for feedback

Chief Review Services
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Support to Leaders/Mgrs (training, tools...)

Building Blocks:

• military leaders are generally very
capable communicators regarding military
operations/deployments

• DGPA provides/arranges good public
affairs training – principally focused on
military personnel

• many best practices in terms of preparing
for briefings and providing Q’s & A’s

• quality external communications have
increased the profile and credibility of
senior leaders

• most people feel they have good
communications with their supervisor

• communications training tends to be focused on
interaction with external stakeholders 

• few specific tools have been provided to
managers/leaders

Issues & Challenges:

Chief Review Services
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Measurement

• There are no well-defined measurement strategies for
internal communications.  Accordingly, there is little 
information on which to base and refine strategies.  

Chief Review Services
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Navy:  Thumbnail Sketch

Building Blocks:
• increased support to internal communications

identified as a strategic objective 

• Leadermark 2020 is well known amongst officers

• relatively high interest in Defence Strategy

• relatively higher alignment between external
messages & internal messages/views 

• senior leaders seen as relatively strong
communicators 

• some people don’t object to receiving information
through external channels

• sailors have a keen interest in navy-specific issues
and news

• communication good on ships/deployments

• many communications successes – particularly on
specific issues such as women in submarines

• good use of town halls

• Esquimalt newspaper highly regarded

Issues & Challenges:

• NDHQ is perceived as being distant;  
lower interest in corporate management
strategies – Public Affairs in NDHQ seen as
favouring increased centralization

• perceived consistency between messages
and behaviour of superiors is slightly lower
than for other Environments

• unlike other Environments, 
communication by immediate
supervisor received a lower rating
than for more senior leadership 

• too much information

• focus groups within the Navy provided 
relatively lower ratings for the overall
effectiveness of DND/CF communications 

Chief Review Services
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Army:  Thumbnail Sketch

Building Blocks:
• variety of communications vehicles

• L’heure du Commandant in Quebec

• chain of command communicates
well in deployment situations 

• members provided relatively high ratings to the
consistency between messages and the
behaviour of superiors

• members have a good deal of  trust in their
immediate superiors

• relative to the other Environments, members
provided higher overall rankings wrt 
the overall effectiveness of DND/CF and, 
perhaps ironically to the opportunities for
upward feedback – upward feedback surfaced 
as an issue in comments by focus group
participants and in interviews 

Issues and Challenges:
• people  have difficulty reconciling

strategic vision and external
communications relative to what they
perceive to be the real combat capability
of units

• soldiers have reservations about the role of 
the Army (Combat/Peacekeeping)

• lots of top-down communication

• information overload

• Jointness not uniformly understood and
accepted below the Colonel/Base
Commander level

• civilians do not feel part of the team

• Maple Leaf not preferred

• Base Newspapers vary in quality

Chief Review Services
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Air Force: Thumbnail Sketch

Building Blocks: 
• the AF communications plan acknowledges

the “need for a better informed internal
audience”

• annual AF Public Affairs Conference

• most Wing Commanders using PAFFs 
strategically

• increasing number of face-to-face briefings 

• numerous internal communication vehicles

Issues & Challenges:
• rationale for change not well understood 

(e.g. HR implications of Supply Chain)

• “NDHQ pronouncements” not interpreted

• communication sometimes errs on the side
of prudence

• “Too much information stuffed down the pipe.”

• heavy reliance on E-mail 

• tendency to put things on the DIN and assume
that it has been communicated

• need a concept or methodology for internal
communications

• focus groups provided relatively high ratings for
immediate supervisors as trusted sources of
information

• for the most part, ratings tended to fall between
those within the other Environments

Chief Review Services
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Some Leading Practices in the DND/CF

Note:  This listing of good practices is not meant to be exhaustive, but illustrative.

• 5e GSS in the Army’s Quebec Sector has put together a communications 
plan.  It includes objectives, defined messages, analysis of target audiences
and measurement.

• There is significant investment in organizational web sites.  In spite of 
issues regarding access and ensuring that it complements and is reinforced
by other channels, the Intranet is a fast growing and popular medium.

• There is much evidence of increasing use of face-to-face meetings:  town
halls, “commander’s coffee”, weekly staff meetings etc.

• Annual Public Affairs practitioner meetings are taking place in certain 
organizations (e.g. Air Force).

Chief Review Services
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Some Leading Practices in the DND/CF (cont’d)

• The Army’s Quebec Sector has innovated in the use of face-to-face 
communications – while not without difficulty, moving toward two-way 
communications which encourages challenge, questions and feedback. 

• The Navy has experienced success in interpreting Strategy 2020 through
Leadermark 2020.

• CMS issues a weekly bulletin which summarizes newsworthy and/or
priority items.

• The Lookout, CFB Esquimalt’s base newspaper, and CFB Edmonton’s
Western Sentinel have demonstrated willingness to print “both sides of the
story”, including relatively controversial subjects. 

• JAG uses a measurement framework which assists in effectively framing
communications. 
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Some Leading Practices in the DND/CF (cont’d)

• ADM(Mat) produces a newsletter, Mat-News, and uses internal 
performance information to assist internal communications. 

• The DG Strategic Change is undertaking efforts to better connect NDHQ
and the field – and has done much to encourage dialogue and strategic
change.        

• DGPA has conducted a D-News user survey to improve content and use. 

• DGPA develops linkages between Strategy 2020, the Report on Plans and 
Priorities, other strategic documents and external/internal communications.

• ADM(HR-Mil) has produced HR 2020 “People in Defence, Beyond 2020” 
which links with Strategy 2020.
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Ten Point Plan

1.  Develop An Internal Communications Charter:  State principles, expectations, roles, 
accountabilities and designate champions for an ongoing Internal Communications Improvement 
Program.  Create linkages to change management and modern management.  The Charter should be 
endorsed by the Defence Management Committee, with progress monitored by the Modern 
Management Committee.  DGPA, in active partnership with DGSC, and consultation with Level 1s, 
should be the lead architect, principal advisor and facilitator.

2.  Set Internal Communications Objectives: Define short and long-term objectives for internal 
communications.  Describe the end-states to be achieved.  Certain of the information obtained 
through the focus groups and interviews performed by this current study can assist in defining 
baselines.

3.  Design an Improvement Program:  DGPA, in consultation with DGSC and Level 1s, should be 
charged to design a communications improvement program.  It should take advantage of the points 
outlined in this ten-point plan, including the expectations and principles described in the charter.   It 
will also be necessary that the resource implications  be developed, and particularly the additional 
requirements of the public affairs organization and its networks.  This should address the resource 
requirements to kick-start as well as to sustain improved internal communications.   Some specific 
areas for attention in the relatively short term will include:  confirming and communicating DGPA 
role with respect to internal communications; progressing the use of a portal approach to the DIN; 
addressing the objectives and quality of internal newspapers – including the Maple Leaf; and, 
exploring ways to achieve rapid dissemination of messages.      
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Ten Point Plan (cont’d)

4.  Define Key Messages:  Messaging should be agreed upon relative to DND/CF priorities, 
strategies and change objectives.  Decisions will be required on the effort to be devoted to 
reinforcing the concepts of the Defence Team and Jointness.  Any major new initiatives should 
include an internal communications plan, be they corporate systems, major capital projects or 
other investments.   The Internal Communications Improvement Plan will, for example, require 
its own communications plan. 

5. Articulate Measurement Strategies:  Techniques will be required to confirm progress, 
including the receipt and understanding of messages as well as assessing the effectiveness of 
communications channels.  Focus groups may be used to evaluate the effectiveness of specific 
channels whereas surveys may be more appropriate to assess broad-based understandings and 
perspectives.  Every communications channel should be designed to include, and encourage, 
feedback mechanisms. 

6.  Create a Defence Communications Council:  This Council, co-chaired by DGPA and 
DGSC, would consist of representatives drawn from all key segments and levels of the 
DND/CF to meet quarterly and to provide a key forum for discussing internal communications, 
including messages, perspectives, conventional wisdom, culture, issues and opportunities.                  
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Ten Point Plan (cont’d)

7.  Continue “In-reach” Initiatives:  It will be necessary to continue to obtain and 
analyze internal demographic and attitudinal information.  This will assist in 
developing an understanding of audience segmentation and to design strategies to 
effectively reach each segment.  An inventory of communications channels should be 
developed and mapped relative to specific audience access and preferences.  
A priority will be to ensure that distribution systems have been defined for quick 
access to all internal audiences.

8.  Conduct Pilot Projects:  Particularly with respect to advancing the use of new 
technologies, it makes sense to experiment and to pilot new communications 
channels, techniques and tools.  Techniques should also be explored to strengthen 
functional and horizontal communications.  

9.  Develop/Update Annual Corporate and Level 1 Organization-Specific 
Internal Communications Plans:  These plans may be subsets of existing planning 
vehicles.  In addition to plans within the direct span of control of individual Level 1s, 
there should be attention to functional/horizontal dimensions.  

10.  Annual Report to the Modern Management Committee and DMC:  At least 
annually, DGPA and DGSC, as  co-chairs of the Defence Communications Council, 
should brief the Modern Management Committee and, subsequently, DMC.
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Annex A

Large Canadian Corporation 45,000 employees
• Dedicated Internal Communications Group composed of 14 employees, with an 
Intranet Team located in Toronto.  Have a three-year internal communications vision. 

• Recent survey indicated that the intranet was the preferred source of information,
followed by e-mail and the news letter.   Employees are more interested in pulling
information. 

• In January 2000, launched a “portal” – a central entry point to the Intranet  (includes a
directory and a feedback site) – this became the main internal news medium. 

• Adopting a targeted e-mail strategy wherein messages can be broadcasted or “narrow-
casted”.

• Quarterly teleconferences with employees.  Employees can dial in and listen to 
management reports followed by a question period.  35% participation rate.  

• Need for more face-to-face and more manager support tools. 

• Town hall meetings held at the divisional level.  Messages are usually related to the
business plan, performance, customer satisfaction and other employee issues.

• Internal Communications works with its market knowledge group to design 
measurement tools (e.g. Employee focus groups, telephone surveys, employee 
satisfaction survey, internet/intranet feedback). 
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